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ABSTRACT

Natural history filmmaking has a history that begins with the advent of
cinematography as a form of artistic and documentary expression.  Natural history
filmmaking has increasingly used techniques of fiction, drama and anthropomorphizing
to represent the natural world in storytelling.  This paper will examine the use of the non-
verbal form of filmmaking as an alternative style that can be used to effectively document
natural history using a more lyrical, poetic and often more thoughtful style.  This work
examines previous works in the non-verbal genre and discusses how this style compares
with historically more traditional natural history films and why this alternative style is
used for the thesis film.  Additionally, works from the disciplines of geography and
natural history writing are examined for relevance to the non-verbal natural history
filmmaking genre.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The question before us is how do we find a viable natural philosophy, one that places us
again within the elements of our natural history.  The answer, I believe, lies with wild

animals – Barry Lopez (1989, 202)

When the film Koyannisqatsi (1983) was released, it opened the public’s eyes

further to the possibilities of extensive time lapse cinematography and the non-verbal

style of filmmaking.  While other filmmakers, such as France’s Jean Painleve, made

somewhat similar films decades before, none had been done quite like Koyannisqatsi and

none resonated with a larger public outside of experimental film audiences. Directed by

Godfrey Reggio and filmed by Ron Fricke, Koyannisqatsi illustrates how Western culture

is moving from living within a natural environment to a society immersed, controlled and

homogenized by technology.  Aside from its overall message about technology and

society, the film is notable for two things:  1) its extensive use of time lapse

cinematography, which was ground breaking at the time and 2) its non-verbal style with

no characters, actors, or linear narrative structure.  It is notable that Koyannisqatsi is the

first film Reggio ever directed, underscoring that it sometimes takes an outsider coming

into a profession to bring a new perspective to the table.  Prior to this, Reggio was

working on various community and educational service projects after spending his early

years in a monastery.
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Scored by renowned composer Philip Glass, Koyannisqatsi ‘s music adds greatly

to the overall impact of the film. The music, combined with the film’s imagery, takes

viewers on  a powerful, lyrical journey.  Since Koyannisqatsi’s release, a small number of

films in the non-verbal genre have been produced. The non-verbal genre places a heavy

emphasis on imagery and music to evoke an emotional connection and reaction to the

film without the use of (or with very little) narration. Several of these have been met with

commercial and critical success, namely Winged Migration (2001), Microcosmos (1996),

Atlantis (1991) and Baraka (1992).  Notably, the first three films focus exclusively on

natural phenomenon or animals, while Baraka focuses on the human connection to the

eternal involving a strong connection to the natural world.

Koyannisqatsi was followed by two more films in the trilogy of “Qatsi” films

(Powaqqatsi,1988); Naqoyqatsi ,2002).  While these are not natural history films, their

ground breaking non-verbal style provides an alternative which can be adapted to

filmmakers working on natural history subjects.  Non-verbal films offer a unique and new

perspective on our perception of the natural world by communicating the “otherness” of

the natural history in ways no other style of film can easily accomplish.  The term

“otherness” is used here in relation to biologist’s E.O. Wilson’s term biophilia.  He writes

of this affinity towards other living creatures:

I have argued in this book (Biophilia) that we are human in good part
because of the particular way we affiliate with other organisms.  They
are the matrix in which the human mind originated and is permanently
rooted, and they offer the challenge and freedom innately sought.  To the
extent that each person can feel like a naturalist, the old excitement of
the untrammeled world will be regained.  I offer this as a formula of
reenchantment to invigorate poetry and myth: mysterious and little
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known organisms live within walking distance of where you sit. (Wilson,
139).

Biophilia is our innate need to connect with living creatures other than ourselves.

In other words we share this planet with other living, sentient beings that are not like us

but share many of the same needs we do for life.  We are drawn to this “other” life we

encounter on this planet and never grow tired of watching wildlife or wild places.

The thesis of this paper is that non-verbal film can effectively be used as a genre

for natural history filmmaking.  This type of film offers a complement to the traditional

narrated, voice-over or interview style of natural history filmmaking seen in many

broadcast and theatrical productions. This thesis explores why natural history filmmakers

should consider non-verbal film and why this style was chosen for my thesis film,

Canyon.

To support the idea of non-verbal natural history films connecting people to a

nature of which they might otherwise be unaware, one must turn to the work of natural

history writer Barry Lopez and geographers Jacquelin Burgess and William Cronon.  The

ideas of these authors provide a theoretical and epistemological grounding for non-verbal

natural history filmmaking.  Their work also provides the inspiration and ideas behind

Canyon.  Canyon is a non-verbal film made by the author to evoke the idea of

transformation and re-generation in a remote West Texas desert mountain canyon.  A

season of monsoon rains transforms this place from a parched landscape into one that is

both verdant and vibrant.  The goal of the film is provide a visual, lyrical portrait of this

transformation that appeals to the qualitative, personal and emotional aspects of our

connections to natural environments without using expository voice-over or on-camera
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narration with a visible narrator.

This thesis is presented in five chapters.  The first introduces the work of Lopez,

Cronon and Burgess, including their perspectives on our relationship with the natural

world and how this can be useful for non-verbal natural history film.  Chapter Two

predominately explores the ideas of Godfrey Reggio and Ron Fricke and how their

works have influenced non-verbal film and how the ideas of Lopez and Cronon influence

the non-verbal style.  The third chapter examines several natural history themed non-

verbal films and how effective they are at visually portraying the natural world in this

style.  This chapter also discusses some technical elements and advancements and how

these will affect non-verbal films.  Chapter Four gives an overview of the history of

natural history film by examining the pitfalls the genre has encountered and the

challenges natural history film in general faces.  The fifth chapter elaborates on the

making of Canyon and the effect non-verbal approaches discussed in the second and third

chapters have on this film.  Finally, Chapter Six provides a conclusion to this work.
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CHAPTER 2

WATCHING ANIMALS, SEEING LANDSCAPES

Two essays by Barry Lopez, “The Passing Wisdom of Birds” (1989) and “The

Language of Animals” (2002) provide insight into the ideology about how and why non-

verbal films can be valuable for understanding our relationship to the natural world

beyond just providing information in the traditional narrative sense.  Additionally, work

by Burgess and Cronon involving how spatial relationships are constructed and

interpreted regarding the natural world provide a valuable multi-disciplinary perspective

to this form of natural history filmmaking.

In “The Passing Wisdom of Birds,” Lopez expresses a central tenet to non-verbal

natural history filmmaking.  He writes that part of preserving natural places comes from

the ability to “cultivate within ourselves a sense of mystery—to see that the possibilities

for an expression of life in any environment, or in any single animal, are larger than we

can predict or understand, and that this is all right” (1989, 202).  The final part of this

statement is important because it offers a validation that this sense of mystery has a place

in our way of thinking just as our scientific understanding does.  This sense of mystery

can be embraced by non-verbal filmmakers when approaching the subject of animals and

their environments and helps bridge the worlds of art and science by both presenting what

is seen in the natural world and allowing for the viewer to interpret that visual experience

on personal levels, much as one would a painting, photograph or sculpture.

Non-verbal natural history films visually and acoustically represent geographical

spaces we experience, chronicling the natural world in ways that can be scientifically
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useful, such as providing detailed visual studies of animals up close or of changes in an

environment.  However, the filmmaker also has artistic license that can involve time-

lapse cinematography, special effects and audio enhancements.  As we shall see later,

these effects should be used at minimum but can be effective at engaging an audience,

showing them something they could not normally see as was the case with Reggio’s Qatsi

trilogy and other films that have followed (Essence of Life, 2002).

Animals and natural processes for the most part operate on scales of time and

experience beyond what humans can directly witness and/or understand with our limited

senses.  We need a framework for which to approach and understand this “otherness” in

nature we seek to document on film.  Non-verbal films enable expression without

defining that expression with words.  Using a lyrical, poetic approach with music and

time-lapse cinematography, we glimpse natural history subjects in ways we may not be

privileged to see otherwise.   Grounding non-verbal films with the philosophies of Lopez

and others enables a more thoughtful use of this format illustrating natural history

subjects and environments.  This structure is not a replacement for more traditional

natural history films.  Instead, it offers a different perspective providing more questions

than answers and creating a journey in which the viewer participates in an emotional and

personally subjective experience rather that one of pure entertainment or information.

Films of this nature are meant to provoke an idea and/or an emotion, not merely entertain

or inform (Essence of Life, 2002).
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Additionally, this style of film helps us to think unconventionally about the

natural world and our relationship to it.   While Western science has greatly expanded our

knowledge of ecosystems and animal behavior, we must remain aware that this

knowledge does not explain everything we witness in the natural world.  Lopez writes:

Science’s strength lies with its rigor and objectivity, and it is
undoubtedly as rigorous as any system available to us. Even with its
flaws (its failure, for example, to address disorderly or idiosyncratic
behavior) field biology is as strong and reliable in its way as the
collective wisdom of a hunting people actively involved with the
land…The scientific approach is flawed by its imposition of a subjective
framework around animal behavior; but it only fails, really, because it is
incomplete. (1989, 200-202)

The scientific approach is incomplete because there is much in the natural world that

escapes a human’s senses and understanding.  However, while science may be

incomplete, it is also valuable and important to understanding how the natural world

works. By examining our relationship to the natural world, we can better understand our

connection to an environment and how these encounters with the natural world shape our

personal understanding if it. We may not know the animal’s world in detail, but by

understanding our human place relative to their world, we can perhaps come closer to

sharing a vision that ultimately nurtures and protects that animal and place that we care

deeply about.  This sense of mystery about the natural world draws us to it.  Its curiosity

and its “otherness” captures our attention.  There is no better illustration of this than to

see children watching animals.  Experiencing other life forms within our world makes us

want to know something deeper about their lives.  Again, it is Wilson’s “biophilia” that

draws us to the mystery of wild animals, driving us to connect with and understand them
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in some way.  While offering a perspective outside of the traditional scientific

explanations of natural phenomenon, non-verbal film also goes beyond what words can

adequately describe.  This leaves the imagery up for interpretation for each individual as

Reggio points out (Essence of Life, 2002).  The natural world communicates in ways we

do not fully understand.  Lopez says that despite all the rigors of Western science, we still

“cannot say exactly what any animal is doing” and “no animal can ever be described as

the sum of these (scientific) experiments.”  (Lopez 1989, 201).   Instead, the non-verbal

approach provokes an emotional response, in order to provide an experience rather than

an idea, information, or a linear storyline (Essense of Life, 2002).  This style offers an

attempt to know something of the unknowable, or at least the unknowable in terms of

language (Essence of Life, 2002).

Reggio’s point with Koyannisaqsi is that our technological world has evolved to

the point where language alone no longer effectively describes the world (Essence of Life,

2002).  Instead imagery and technology dominate.   One can argue that language does not

adequately describe natural processes we witness as well.  Language may help describe

or define what we see in nature at some level that makes sense to us quantitatively or

systematically, but ultimately what we witness in nature is not easy to fully describe with

words alone.  Its “otherness” often goes beyond what words can describe.    William

Cronon commenting on Richard Harrison’s essay in Uncommon Ground offers up this

image of nature and its inability to be adequately described with language:

It is the radical otherness of nature with which we have constantly to
contend.  The fact that it lies forever beyond the borders of our linguistic
universe-that it does not talk back to us in a language we can easily
understand-permits us to pretend that we know what it really is and to
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imagine we can capture its meaning with this very problematic word
‘nature.’....The difficulty of capturing it with words- not even with the
word ‘nature’ itself- is in fact one of the most compelling proofs of its
autonomy (Cronon, 52).

Additionally, Lopez offers this insight:

It is impossible to know when or where an animal’s life begins and ends.
And our human senses confine us to realms that may contain only a
small part of the information produced in an event.  Something critical
would be missing and we would not know. (Lopez 1989, 201)

Reggio and Lopez, while working within different media types, both have had

similar paths, and this explains how they see the world through a similar lens.  Reggio

spent fourteen years in a monastery living a life of humility, service and prayer (Essence

of Life, 2002).  Lopez also spent time with Trappist monks and studied at a Jesuit school,

but never actually joined an order (Lopez 2002, 230).  These experiences both shaped

their view of the world in similar ways.  They both seek to understand things in the

natural world on a deeper level with more feeling.   Lopez does this through words,

Reggio through film.   Their approaches are particularly important because, as Reggio

describes, he is interested “in what stands behind the surface of things.”  This requires

one to go beyond words into a deeper feeling much in the way mediation or prayer can do

(Essence of Life, 2002).

Similarly, Lopez approaches his natural subjects with a great deal of humility and

respect.  He also tries to go beyond the surface of what he witnesses.  He acknowledges

that words and/or scientific explanation may not go far enough in explaining the life of

animals, yet there is the sense he tries to do them and their environments justice with his
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use of language (Lopez 2002, 227-238).  He asserts that there is more to animal behavior

than science can accurately deduce.

These perspectives are all important to consider for non-verbal films focused on

the natural world.   In addition, it is necessary to understand how we see the world,

particularly nature, through our lens of Western culture.  Cronon writes,  “Ideas of nature

never exist outside a cultural context, and the meanings we assign to nature cannot help

reflecting that context…Our ways of thinking about the natural world are powerfully

shaped by our time, our place, and our culture (Cronon, 35).” Natural history filmmakers,

even those working in the non-verbal format, need to be aware of the cultural influence

they project onto their subjects through the camera lens of Cronon continues:

A central tenet of modern humanistic scholarship is that everything we
humans do – our speech, our work, our play, our social life, our ideas of
ourselves and the natural world – exists in a context that is historically,
geographically, and culturally particular, and cannot be understood apart
from that context (Cronon, 35).

Being aware of cultural “baggage” does not mean that one can escape it or that it

is necessarily negative.  Rather, it is something a filmmaker needs to recognize.  Such

awareness can help make one a more thoughtful filmmaker when it comes to portraying

nature on film.  Non-verbal natural history films are not immune to the cultural imprint of

the filmmaker.  However, as Reggio points out, these films can begin to get at “what

stands behind the surface of things” and can perhaps touch an emotional chord that can

transcend cultural differences in audiences, something which can be very important to

reaching a more diverse viewer base.  Commenting on his trilogy, Reggio wants the
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background imagery to become the foreground (Essence of Life, 2002).  In natural history

filmmaking, the background can indeed be both stunning and interesting when it is given

the opportunity to stand front and center as it does in films like Baraka and Microcosmos

in particular.

Furthermore, geographer Jacqueline Burgess offers an example of how films with

little narration can be effective at illustrating both “rootedness” and a  “sense of place,”

concepts familiar to cultural geographers, and ones natural history filmmakers should

embrace.  The former is attributed to those who actually live in a particular place or

environment, while the latter is what visitors feel about a location with regards to it

uniqueness (Burgess and Gold, 53).  Her work on the British Fens, a low-lying wetland

environment, marks a notable departure for geographers examining human/nature

interrelationships.  Burgess’ used film to explore the essence of place in the Fens.  She

focused on sensory methods (audio and visual) to capture what she feels cannot be

contained in words.  She also looks at both the inhabitant and visitor perspectives of place

in the Fens and what it means to them.  Perhaps more important than her method was her

attempt to examine the cultural view of nature and the human relationship to it within the

context of this environment.  She takes into account many perspectives, including that of

the physical landscape, by allowing images and sounds of the non-human elements to be

heard and seen.

The result is what she calls “a faithful reflection of the interpretations of regional

character and values that the inhabitants themselves have of the Fens.” (Burgess and
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Gold, 53).  Burgess’ study is unique for geography and is an example using non-verbal

film to capture the essence of place from the perspective of local inhabitants.  Burgess’

work opens one’s interpretation and experience of place into a more of subjective and

personal visual interaction that is valuable to the non-verbal filmmaker.

The ideas and observations of Reggio, Lopez, Cronon and Burgess offer a

theoretical framework for natural history filmmakers working in the non-verbal genre.

Using these ideas one can break the molds and tendencies that have previously relegated

most natural history films to one dimensional perspectives and narratives.  Such former

approaches may not adequately allow for appreciation of the “otherness” of the natural

world, while the non-verbal format allows new avenues for exploring our perceptions  of

the natural world.
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CHAPTER 3

THE POETRY OF MOTION

Non-verbal natural history films are relatively rare. Only a handful have been

produced since Koyannisqatsi debuted; however, a few of these have found their way to a

wider audience and to positive reviews.  Winged Migration, for instance, was nominated

for Best Documentary at the 2003 Academy Awards.  Others, such as Microcosmos,

Atlantis and Reggio’s post-Qatsi trilogy film Anima Mundi (1992), also focus exclusively

on natural history and/or wildlife subjects.   Others such as Baraka focus on a

combination of both human and nature subjects.  All rely on the lyrical poetry of image,

music and their subjects to illustrate the beauty of the natural world.  A case can also be

made for the recent documentary Oscar winner, March of the Penguins, as this is a

natural history film that does feature beautiful cinematography; however this film greatly

utilizes voice-over narration and anthropomorphism as opposed to Winged Migration,

which does not.  The importance of Winged Migration’s nomination is that a largely non-

verbal film about nature resonated with a larger, public audience, giving some credibility

to this style, even if the production methods were somewhat questionable (The birds were

imprinted onto people who flew ultralights along migration routes as the bird followed).

Aside from Baraka, Koyannisqatsi and Anima Mundi, the films mentioned do

have some narration.  However, it is so minimal the overall effect on the film is not

noticeable.  Why?  The films’ footage and music are enough to convey the emotion and

drama of the animals and/or setting.  As Reggio, points out, the background becomes the
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foreground, the images become the messenger and words are not necessary (Essence of

Life, 2002).  This narration can easily be omitted and have little of the impact lost on the

viewer.  One could argue the narration helps to explain more clearly what is being seen,

but, instead, it ends up stating the obvious, or at least the obvious from what our eyes can

perceive.  Of all the components of these films, the narration has the least impact in these

films and does the most to distract from the viewer’s immersion in the visual and audible

experience.

In Winged Migration, for example, the narrator explains the birds are migrating

north for the summer.  It is clear from the imagery this is happening.  The story is one of

migration so of course the birds are moving from place to place.  The overall wonder of

the birds’ incredible migrations diminishes somewhat when the voice is heard.   This

minimal narration does not ruin the film; works like these are not crafted for narration,

and consequently the impact of spoken words becomes more of an annoyance rather than

a necessity.  The fact that the birds in this film were imprinted onto the filmmakers at

birth does raise ethical questions.  While the birds were not made to do anything they

would not normally do under natural circumstances, the animals relied on humans for

guidance in the migrations.  The behavior was natural, but the circumstance in which this

was evoked was.  Whether imprinting can be reversed is not clear.  The director of

Winged Migration, Jacques Perrin, insists the birds were not harmed in the filming but

does not say what became of the birds after the film was completed (Dawson).
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Additionally, in Microcosmos, a film about insect life in a field conveyed with

superb macro cinematography, minimal narration occurs at the beginning and end of the

film.  What unfolds visually and audibly is an incredible universe within a world at once

foreign to us but at the same time familiar – i.e. an open field in the countryside, a setting

most people can relate to experiencing.   Narration in Microcosmos is less interruptive

than in Winged Migration because it occurs at the very beginning and end of the film.  It

does not interfere with the flow of the images and sequences.  Nevertheless, these are two

examples where the narration, minimal as it is, gets in the way of the larger goals of the

films.

Narration stating the visually obvious is a problem with many natural history

films seeking to explain natural phenomenon related to animals.  This problem is rooted

in Lopez’s statement we “cannot say exactly what any animal is doing” (1989, 201).  To

our limited senses, yes, we can make some statements in narration about what we think

the animal is doing.  However, the narration usually ends up stating what is clear in the

imagery.  By avoiding use of words, non-verbal film portrays something deeper about the

natural world.  It is trying to say something more about “what lies beneath the surface of

things” as Reggio refers to in his Qatsi trilogy.  A filmmaker can let the images, music

and actions transport the viewer to some deeper level of feeling or emotion.

Atlantis, Microcosmos and Anima Mundi are particularly good examples of

expressing a deeper emotion or feeling about the natural world transcending words.   In

Atlantis, a film by Luc Besson, the imagery is underwater and focuses upon the poetic
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motion of animals within this realm.  The imagery is mesmerizing and put to beautiful

music by composer Eric Serra.  The film conveys the grace, power and majesty of

animals moving and interacting completely at home in their underwater domain.   Besson

decided to break the sequences into broad categories introduced on screen (not spoken by

a narrator) by one word such as “spirit” or “play” for instance followed by sequences

meant to illustrate the word or words.   There is no narration or voice interrupting the

visual flow.

Similarly, Microcosmos offers a view of a world literally at our feet.  We do not

know where the field is located, but this becomes unimportant.  What is important is what

we are seeing.  The sheer “otherness” of these plants and animals is what takes center

stage providing a stunning visual exploration of this micro world. Lopez’s “we cannot

say what any animal is doing” commentary is again helpful here as trying to explain what

these living things are doing would take away from the visual impact.  No words are

necessary as the visuals and music carry the impact of the film.

Reggio’s Anima Mundi (1992) is a thirty-minute film put to the music of Philip

Glass.  The film was commissioned by the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) for use in one of

its campaigns.   There are no words, simply an array of animals and landscapes shot from

extreme close-ups to wide-angles.  The extreme close-ups of the big cats and great apes’

eyes evoke particularly strong emotion, bringing the viewer extremely close to the aura of

these animals.  Additionally, Reggio uses a number of slow motion sequences illustrating

the power and beauty of these animals.   We are brought into a sense of wonder and made

ultimately to care and be awed by what we are seeing.  We do not need to know the name
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of the specific animals.  The mere presence of them captured the way they are on film is

enough to make us appreciate the diversity and beauty of the life we are seeing.

These views are not advocating that narrative should be abandoned in natural

history filmmaking.  There are instances where narration is necessary, such as portraying

complex scientific phenomenon for a general audience.  For the types of films discussed

here, however, little or no narration conveys an emotional message better.   The images

are left up to the viewer for interpretation.

None of these films would be complete without their soundtracks, and this fact is

extremely important to the success of these films.  These depend heavily on music to

work with the images on screen.  This element is a strong, essential aspect of the non-

verbal film connecting with the viewer, transporting them into their own thoughts about

what they are seeing.  Listening to the music separate from the images in the film is less

powerful.  The image and music come together to form something greater than the sum of

its parts, which is the beauty of the audiovisual nature of this medium.   In the case of

Koyannisqatsi, Reggio completely re-arranged the music Philip Glass had written for the

film.  Glass essentially wrote the music for structure, while Reggio was after mood,

feeling and the creation of atmosphere (Essence of Life, 2002).

In some cases, the films use sound that is quite different from what one would

expect.  For example, during the slow snail sequence in Microcosmos, opera is used to

great effect.  The music’s grand sound for this sequence lends a lyrical beauty to the

snail’s movement that would otherwise be seen as just a slow moving, rather
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uninteresting sequence.  The use of the music allows one to see the world differently

through what they hear.

Besson’s Atlantis uses a combination of orchestral arrangements and faster, more

modern electronic music with the imagery.  Alternatively, Winged Migration uses very

little music or sound that is not associated directly with the birds or environments seen in

the film.  Again, it is the mood and emotion of the music that is important, as opposed to

the specific type of music used.  Reggio rearranging Glass’ music is a prime example of

this.  Once Glass saw how Reggio was using the music, he began to compose his music

differently to fit the mood over the structure of the imagery (Essence of Life, 2002).

Equally important is the use of technology.  The style of film introduced by

Koyannisqasi is not something that could have easily been done forty or fifty years ago.

In 1978, when the first time-lapse images were taken for this film, no one had quite seen

the world in this way as Glass mentions. (Essence of Life, 2002).  He comments that the

world was both recognizable and non-recognizable at the same time through the

sequences captured by Fricke  (Essence of Life, 2002). Images of our world can at once

be both familiar and strange at the same time (Essence of Life, 2002).   The images and

music come together in these films to poetically transport the viewer into a different

realm where motion and composition are critical to the film’s goals allowing one to both

recognize the familiar and at the same time see it in a different way.

The time-lapse imagery is so important to films like Koyannisqatsi that they start

to define them.  Filmmakers working in this genre should embrace technology such as
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time-lapse effects, as they intensify the feeling of the film.   It is extremely important that

the visual impact of the images be dramatic in order to hold an audience for any length of

time without narration (Baraka, 2001).  Much of what happens in the natural world

occurs on a time scale not convenient to a human’s time scale, or even the film’s

timescale.  The use of time-lapse imagery can be used to greatly enhance the feeling of

time, either sped up or slowed down.  This technique, while not necessarily difficult to

apply, can yield dramatic results.

Additionally, the use of macro cinematography and sweeping wide-angle aerials

can be used to great effect.  Microcosmos makes tremendous use of the former, and

Winged Migration, Baraka and Koyannisqatsi make strong use of the latter.  These

perspectives are particularly helpful in illustrating the natural world, since landscapes and

animals occur at both ends of the spectrum.   Like time-lapse imagery, these techniques

and technology allow viewers to see subjects in a completely different way.  Again, the

world is both familiar and unfamiliar at the same time.

Other effective techniques in this genre are the camera angles.  Similar to the

thought of the composition of the subject, a simple change of camera angle can have

surprising effects.  In Atlantis, the camera is turned upside down in some scenes, giving

the underwater world (in this case the Antarctic) an even more otherworldly look and

feel.  In Koyannisqatsi, Fricke mounts a camera on a car and points it skyward while

driving through the streets of New York City.  Again, the world is both familiar and

unfamiliar when viewed this way.
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Finally, the coming of age of digital cinematography and high definition (HD)

video impact non-verbal natural history films as well.  The incredible detail that high

definition offers and the ease and relative affordability of shooting a high volume of

footage digitally, means more people will shoot more footage in greater detail than ever

before.  The non-verbal natural history genre is beginning to infiltrate popular broadcast

networks such as Discovery Networks’ Sunrise Earth series.  This series is shot in HD,

and uses ambient light and sound capturing the landscapes of various places around the

world at sunrise.   When viewed on a high definition TV screen the footage is

breathtaking.

The use of this increasingly ubiquitous technology has both positive and negative

implications for natural history filmmaking.   It can at once take your breath away

making you realize the beauty of the natural world and it also has the capacity to further

distance us from experiencing nature directly.  Why go to Yellowstone National Park

when you can see the geysers in high definition on Sunrise Earth?  This is a problem

beyond the scope of this paper, but one the filmmaker should consider.  At the same time

such footage can bring these environments and animals to an audience that may never

have the ability to experience them firsthand.

The visual image, especially a moving image, can convey ideas beyond just

scientific explanation or narrative descriptions with language.  The medium of film is one

of the best formats we have to engage this sense of mystery about the natural world.

Using film without words and in conjunction with powerful music can take one beyond

the need for a narrative.   This approach is akin to a painting where the viewing of the art
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evokes a personal emotion and interpretation while the mechanics of creating the art can

be explained in a step-by-step process that roughly has the same meaning to everyone.

This example offers two very different ways of seeing the world.  The former opens up

possibilities for seeing and appreciating on a very personal level while the later way

merely describes a process (Essence of Life, 2002).

How and why does this imagery work poetically?  It is done through a

combination of both the music and cinematography working synergistically together.

Both the imagery and music in these films is carefully crafted.  Films like Microcosmos,

Atlantis and Anima Mundi are carefully composed with a great deal of thought put into

the timing, the color, lighting, contrast and whether the sequence will be slowed down or

sped up.    It is these elements that give the images a poetic quality that enable one to

become respond to what is being seen in very personal ways (Baraka, 2001).  As Reggio

says, the words have to disappear in order for the viewer to respond to the images and

music (Essence of Life, 2002).

This is in essence what gives non-verbal films their unique quality.  The

smoothness or flow of the images and the length of the shots are held offer the viewer a

chance to meditate upon what they are looking at.  There are not many pans in these

films, rather one is drawn to see what is happening within the carefully composed frame.

When pans do occur, they are slow.  Both Ron Fricke (commenting on Baraka), and

Reggio (commenting on Koyannisqatsi) say that what is being done with the camera is

more akin to painting than cinematography (Baraka, 2001).  It is the composition and the
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length of shots that allow one to see these images as if they were paintings or sculptures

on display.  The cinematic grandness of the images makes these films so moving.

While Reggio ushered in the true non-verbal genre, the poetic style of shooting is

not entirely new.  Similar styles appeared for a brief spurt of creative work by Britain’s

Humphrey Jennings and Dutchman Joris Ivens in the 1930’s and 1940’s.  Humphrey’s

meditation on Britain during and after WWII particularly in the piece Listen to Britain,

and Ivens’ look at China in The 400 Million, offer glimpses into the initial

experimentations with these types of films.  Although, these films had different goals and

were filmed under very different circumstances, the style in which they were shot is

relevant to these modern non-verbal films.  Jennings was charged with making films that

celebrated Britain’s resolve during and after WWII, and these films carry a message of

pro-Britain propaganda.  Nevertheless, Humphrey’s style lends itself to a poetic

interpretation of the events he filmed.  In particular, he holds shots for long periods of

time, uses contrast and lighting in creative ways, and focuses on movement as a form of

poetry in motion. Similarly, Ivens’ film about China also has poetic quality that is seen in

the movement within the frame.  Unlike Jennings, Ivens utilizes a more detailed

composition within the scenes.  Stopping motion on most sequences in The 400 Million

yields a carefully composed frame that could stand on its own as still image.

These modern non-verbal films begin with a concept or an idea. The filmmaker

then goes about capturing a variety of images, later trying to fit those images into this

concept (Baraka, 2001).  The film, like a painting or sculpture, is a work in progress

unfolding and changing as the work is edited and composed around the general concept.
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In essence, these filmmakers have a concept in mind but they let what they see and

capture on film dictate how the specifics of this concept will be realized.  In other words,

be open to what you find and film with the camera.

Being non-verbal, these films open themselves up to interpretation on a very

personal and subjective level by the viewer.  This is the uniqueness of these non-verbal

films and much of their purpose.   These types of films are meant to stir up enough

emotion and ideas that that the viewer can take for themselves what the film means

(Essence of Life, 2002).  For some, these types of films may be very profound and

beautiful, for others they may mean very little.  The power of the pieces is the ability to

enable the audience to induce meaning out of what the images and music stimulate within

yourself (Essence of Life, 2002).  The viewer becomes an active participant in the film

which offers a direct path to the senses. The purpose is not to make a point, but to elicit

emotion, to provoke, to raise questions and to make one aware (Essence of Life, 2002).

For natural history filmmaking and the messages of conservation and appreciation of the

natural world, non-verbal filmmaking is a viable genre to make an impact on audiences

worldwide.  Gradually, this form is becoming more main stream, offering a different

view of our planet that offers a more emotional response and connection to wild places.
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CHAPTER 4

A BRIEF HISTORY OF NATURAL HISTORY FILM

Examples of non-verbal films with a focus on natural history are reviewed here,

but to put them in context with the larger world of film, it is important to examine natural

history/wildlife films in general and how they fit (or do not fit) into the documentary

genre.    The first moving images of an animal (a horse) was taken by Eadweard

Muybridge in 1872-1873 and done to examine the movements of a horse while running

(Bousé, 19).  This ushered in the world of nature onto the stage of science followed by

entertainment, which would take the upper hand as the twentieth century progressed.

Throughout the twentieth century there has been the rise and fall of a number of

different wildlife film types.  Derek Bousé in Wildlife Films (2000) covers the main

groups of wildlife films.  At the beginning of the twentieth century, the style of wildlife

film was no more than very short (only a few minutes) sequences of “animated zoology”

which had no sound and were used to watch an animal in motion.  This was followed by

the rise of the “Safari Film” which centered around Caucasian Westerners putting

themselves at odds with large wild animals, distant places (mainly Africa or arctic

regions) and cultures largely for entertainment value.  The films made by Martin and Osa

Johnson in the 1920’s characterized this style and era.  Robert Flaherty also made

Nanook of the North during this same time period.  It is considered one the first feature

length documentary films featuring anthropology and natural history.  The film centers

around Nanook, an Inuit who agreed to do the film and his life and family in the high
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arctic.  Later, science and education films became a venue for natural history subjects up

to World War II and were popular with zoos and educational institutions (Bousé, 38-46).

Following World War II, the rise of Disney into the natural history filmmaking

world brought wildlife to a large, mass media audience through films such as the “True

Life Adventures” series which was released theatrically.  With the rise of television in the

1950’s and 1960’s wildlife films began to establish themselves on network broadcast

programming.  Series by Marlon Perkins, Jacques Cousteau and Marty Stouffer  had long

running success with television audiences from the 1960’s until the mid 1990’s.  Specials

by the BBC and National Geographic were also popular and drew large television

audiences.  However, there was an emerging trend with all of these films and none have

been able to escape the situation they increasingly found themselves – they were

embedded in a commercial, entertainment medium that increasingly relied on formula-

based and ratings driven markets (Bousé).

Through the rise in popularity and ubiquity of television over the past half

century, audiences have come to expect certain styles of filmmaking, which have largely

been dictated by Hollywood narrative fiction styles.  With the dominance of only a

handful of networks, broadcasters have had a captive audience.  Viewers could either

watch these shows or nothing at all.  The rise of cable television has given audiences

more choices but still the outlets for natural history have been largely limited to the likes

of the BBC in the UK, Discovery and National Geographic channels both domestically

and abroad and some PBS programming here in the States.  Still these cable channels,

like the major
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networks of Fox, CBS, NBC and CBS, live and die by ratings which advertisers follow

very closely.  These ratings reflect a shows relative “popularity” with viewers.

The problem is that viewers have become increasingly approving of the

dramatized natural history format largely because they have had few other outlets of

content to compare.  With the rise of the broadband internet and explosion of the World

Wide Web, this is quickly changing.  More specific niches can be explored by

filmmakers and audiences can be reached in more ways now than just through traditional

broadcasters.  This finally gives alternative views of natural history to have a voice and

platform that did not previously exist.  While these platforms and voices may still be

relatively small, their promise is great as we enter  new age of information sharing,

publishing and consumption that caters to increasingly more specific interests and tastes.

Additionally, the dramatic filmmaking style of Hollywood also began to have an

affect on wildlife films with animal “biographies” and heavy anthropomorphizing

occurring. While these films, hosted or narrated by personalities, exposed natural history

and wildlife to a large audience (largely based in North America, Europe and Australia.),

they increasingly were developing the same trend which still continues today on

broadcast television and in theaters.  This trend is 1) increased dynamic editorial

approaches 2) expanded human-animal interactions and 3) low costs and quick

turnarounds (Bousé, 73).
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The problem wildlife films have found themselves in is that “the image of nature

found in wildlife and natural history television has been molded to fit the medium”

(Bousé, 4).  This medium of television and film is driven by the entertainment industry.

The solitude and slow, patient realities of wildlife have been dramatized,

anthropomorphized and editorialized for maximum viewers and ad-revenue.  The very

“nature” of nature goes against all of these entertainment styles, yet audiences have come

to expect that the natural world is full of conflict, bloody encounters, wholesome stories

of family values and idyllic landscapes.

It is because of this trend that non-verbal wildlife films offer a respite and a

different direction. More cerebral and artistic in style, these films seek to connect people

to a natural world that is more grounded on nature’s terms rather than on prime-time

television terms.  This type of film clearly occupies its own niche within the realm of

natural history films and the larger documentary genre.

Wildlife filmmaking has occupied a specialized world in cinema.  As it has

become more entrenched in the commerce of broadcast TV and theaters it has been

debated as to how best to categorize this specialty (Bousé, 38).  Categorized or not,

natural history films have enjoyed special attention in the film world.   Documentaries in

general occupy a broad cinematic spectrum and it is worth noting some of the similarities

(and dissimilarities).    Documentaries are defined one of three main types of cinematic

art forms, the others being narrative fiction and experimental avant-garde (Ellis and

McLane, 1).  Documentary films are defined in five ways:  1) Subjects which do not

involve fictionalizing of the general human condition; 2) purpose, which is to increase
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understanding, interest and possibly sympathies towards a subject; 3) the form which is

based in actuality as opposed to a fictional story; 4) the production method/technique

which involves largely shooting on location, lack of elaborate lighting or sound-stages

and the lack of fictionalized actors and 5) audience response, which is to offer an

aesthetic experience and to also offer a change in attitudes and or action towards a

particular issue (Ellis and McLane, 1-3).

In these broad terms, natural history filmmaking does fit into all of this criteria to

some degree.  Since one is dealing with non-human subjects, the genera as a distinct

discipline has continually been debated about its legitimacy as its own category (Bousé,

38).  However, in looking at the five components of the documentary genre, natural

history and non-verbal filmmaking in particular do find a more comfortable home within

the documentary style as compared to the Hollywood theatrical, narrative fiction film that

has come to dominate our cinematic experiences.

With specific regards to natural history filmmaking and the non-verbal style,

some additional distinctions need to be made.  Traditional natural history films tend to be

expository works explaining the ways of nature.  Originally meant to inform viewers

about animals, habitats and behavior, natural history films have increasingly used linear

narrative and dramatization to provide more entertainment while still retaining a veneer

of informative value.  Shows, especially series, on channels like Discovery and National

Geographic, have specifically gone down this road, with PBS and the BBC less so.  It

only takes a glimpse at the series titles to see examples of this.  Geographic’s

Megastructures, Critical Situation, Seconds from Disaster, Hunter and Hunted hint at the
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dramatization that has occurred to capture viewers attention.  Even the long running

Explorer series has had to increasingly dramatize its story structure in recent years.

Discovery Channel’s Deadliest Catch, Going Tribal, Man vs. Wild, Really Big Things

and the staple Shark Week also cater to the dramatization of nature.  Increasingly, the line

is being blurred between documentary and fictional filmmaking.

The BBC and PBS shows such as Nature and Nova, on the other hand, strive for

more of the traditional blue-chip natural history format with grand cinematography and

voice over narration with well know celebrities.  BBC’s Plant Earth and Blue Planet are

prime examples of this blue chip style that still exists today on airwaves (both series were

produced by the BBC but broadcast on the Discovery Channel here in the US).  Nature

and Nova still make shows that appeal to a more cerebral and documentary style that is

less sensationalized.  Nevertheless, a glimpse of their show titles, especially Nova,

reveals a move towards more dramatization. With non-verbal natural history films, the

line is blurred between avant-garde and documentary filmmaking.  The non-verbal

natural history film is one that appeals to an illusion of experience that resides in feeling

and emotional connection that is highly subjective.  Rather than sensationalism and

overly dramatic story structure, this style relies more on an artistic approach that is lyrical

and poetic in style.  A good analogy is a comparison of photojournalism and landscape

photography. Both tell us something of the real world, but the former does it in

straightforward, matter of fact story line, while the later shows us a more subtle view that

appeals to aesthetic senses and emotional connection, leaving the viewer to come to their

own conclusions about the work.
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Categorically, non-verbal natural history films find a balance between true

documentaries and avant-garde film.   The style and techniques (time-lapse imagery, the

predominant use of sound and lack of a narrative structure) make these types of films

more avant-garde and Koyannisqatsi was certainly considered this when it first came out

in 1983 although it was not a pure natural history film.   However, natural history non-

verbal film falls largely into the documentary fold, the one truly differentiating factor is

the subject matter of nature and the “otherness” of this subject matter the film style it tries

to contend.

The thesis film Canyon is an exploration of these themes.   It shares elements of

all five of the features of documentary defined by Ellis and McClane with some

exceptions.  It does not deal with human issues and it is not trying to deliberately elicit

sympathies towards the subject.  It is trying to offer an aesthetic experience, is shot

entirely on location, is based on actual experience and does try to increase some interest

in the subject.  In this way, it is a documentary in the broadest sense.
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CHAPTER 5

THE MAKING OF CANYON

Canyon is inspired primarily by the work of Reggio and Fricke along with the

writings of Lopez and Cronon. What was realized during this process is that non-verbal

natural history films take a great deal of time to make.  A total of about two weeks was

spent filming in the canyons of the Davis Mountains in West Texas.  However, it took

nearly seven years of experiencing and understanding the environment before there was a

level of comfort in making a film like this.  This was not something that happened

overnight.   This could never have been a news piece gathered within thirty minutes.  It is

a film that required a mindfulness of the environment and its inhabitants on the part of the

filmmaker.

Canyon is personal.  Non-verbal films have to begin on a personal level because

they are getting at an emotional connection between the filmmaker and the subject(s).

There needs to be an attachment rather detachment on the filmmaker’s part.  The

filmmaker needs to be touched by what he/she is filming in order to give it impact.  I

have developed a close attachment to this landscape over the past seven years.  I have

walked through this canyon many times, seen it in all seasons and experienced it in many

ways.  I have hiked it alone and with others, studied it on maps, read of its inhabitants in

books and have talked with scientists who know its ecosystems and geography.
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Over time, I have learned the names of the plants and animals that live here

enabling me to have a deeper appreciation for this landscape of extremes.  When I first

came to know this place, I was like a child seeing something for the first time.  Gradually,

as I have come to know this place, I am reminded of Barry Lopez’s essay, “Children in

the Woods” in which he states:

The quickest door to open in the woods for a child is the one that leads to
the smallest room, by knowing the name each thing is called. The door
that leads to the cathedral is marked by a hesitancy to speak at all, rather
to encourage by example a sharpness of the senses (1989, 150-151).

Indeed, coming to know this place has led me to sharpen my senses and be open to what I

find.  Each time I am there my experience is slightly new and different.  Canyon is but a

brief glimpse at one of the more miraculous transformations I have witnessed in this

landscape and an attempt to convey this visually to a larger audience.  In coming to know

this place, I have begun to know something of its nature and to understand what happens

through the seasons in the canyon.  It is this understanding that enabled me to capture the

moments I did at the transition of this landscape from a dry one to a wet one brimming

with life, all anchored by the presence of water.

The physical geography of the Trans-Pecos region of West Texas is a sparse but

visually stunning landscape.  The area is bounded by both physical and political borders.

The Pecos River forms the eastern border and, the Rio Grande River the southern and

western borders.  To the north, the boundaries are less defined, but the Franklin, Del

Norte, and Guadalupe Mountains along the Texas-New Mexico border can be considered

a rough northern edge on the political boundary but the ecosystems of the region
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continues north and west into New Mexico.  This area has the highest elevations in Texas

including the three highest mountain ranges in the state, the Guadalupes, Davis and

Chisos ranges.  The Davis and Guadalupe mountains are the highest ranges, both in

exceeding 8000 feet (2400 meters).  The entire region is located within the Chihuahuan

Desert ecoregion, the largest and wettest desert in North America,  The majority of desert

is in Mexico.  Piercing this vast desert grass and scrub land are the sky island mountains

whose elevations force uplifting of moisture-laden clouds yielding rain, the majority of

which falls in the late summer months as the air cools.  The predominate weather patterns

move west to east and rain fall levels can range from approximately 10 inches (25 cm) or

less annually along the Rio Grande to more then 30 inches (76 cm) annually in some of

the higher mountainous areas.  This uplifted moisture provides a wetter environment than

the surrounding desert enabling larger, more diverse, woody stemmed plant forms to exist

in the form of lush grasslands giving way to woodlands and then conifer forests at the

highest elevations.

The wetter periods within these mountains occurs during the summer months of

July-early September.  Most of the moisture falls during this monsoon season.  Moisture

laden air off the Gulf of Mexico and Pacific moves inland where it is heated over the

desert air, until it is forced upwards over the sky-island mountains (such as the Davis

Mountains) where it then falls from massive cumulonimbus thunderheads in torrential

downpours that occur in short but powerful bursts.  Occasionally, these storms will linger

dropping lighter rainfall over the region and cooling it considerably.  It is this monsoonal
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weather pattern that enables this remarkable transformation from a dry landscape to a

relatively moisture rich one.

In addition to this weather pattern, another defining element of this area is light.

The high elevations and dry climate with typically little haze, creates a quality of light

that is very distinct and pure.  The varied and dramatic canyon walls can create pockets

of shadows that provide interesting cinematography opportunities, but also challenges.

The colors of the rock and vegetation often change with this light, particularly during

sunrise and sunset.  Light during the midday can be harsh creating washed out colors in

open areas and dark shadows in the canyons, while the twilight hours feature rich,

colorful tones.  The strong light during the midday provides challenges for

cinematography as the contrast between the shadows of the canyon and the open

expanses make balancing camera exposures challenging.  Most of the filming for Canyon

was done in the early hours of the morning before 10 AM or in the early evening around

6-7 pm.  On overcast days, shooting was done more commonly at midday when the light

was diffused and not so harsh.

The general geology of the area is diverse with igneous and sedimentary rock

formations predominating.   The Chisos and Davis Mountains are composed of igneous

rock (although the Chisos has a variety of other rock formations) and the Guadalupe

Mountains are entirely sedimentary limestone, formed during the Permian geologic

period when the region was submerged and the Guadalupes formed a vast reef in the

shallow, warm sea.  This geology lends itself to a visually stunning landscape.  The dry

desert air and the dramatic rises of the mountains from the lower desert elevations create
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sweeping vistas that give the area a “big sky” feel.  The desert vegetation sparsely covers

most of the landscape laying bare the millions of years of geologic weathering and

erosion that have created deep canyons and mazes of corridors, which pierce their way

into the mountain ranges.

In the center of the Trans-Pecos region are the Davis Mountains, the largest area

of land above 4,000 feet (1220 m) in elevation in the state.  At the southeast corner of the

Davis range is the unincorporated community of Fort Davis (see Appendix A).  Running

north from the community is Highway 17.  Approximately ten miles (16 km) up the

highway and four miles (6 km) to the west of it is a small canyon known as Cave

Canyon.  The canyon winds for approximately three miles (5 km) and occupies an

elevation between approximately 4600 feet (1402 m) and 5500 feet (1676 m).  This

canyon is bordered by tall canyon walls at its mouth and narrower, more vegetated slopes

to its north and west at the higher elevations.  This canyon sits roughly at the border of

the transition line between the high Chihuahuan Desert savannah grasslands and the

juniper-oak-pinyon woodlands that begin at a little over 5000 feet (1524 m)  in elevation.

The canyon is named for a small cave on the northern wall that can only be seen from the

southern wall if one is up on the slopes from the riparian creek area.   An intermittent,

seasonal stream punctuated by deeper pools of water, some of which have water all year,

provides water to the areas wildlife.

The other aspect of making this film that is not seen by the viewer is the personal

immersion in the landscape to make this film.  The making of the film was very

meditative, and much of it was filmed alone or with just one other person with me.  I
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spent long periods watching and observing.  I approached the subject with a reverence

and appreciation for the opportunity to gather a glimpse of it.  I wanted to make as little

of an impact on the canyon as possible.  Doing this with a full film crew and equipment

would never have made this possible.  The entire film was shot with a single Panasonic

DVX100 mini-DV camera, a lightweight carbon-fiber tripod, a high quality shotgun

microphone, wide angle and telephoto lens adapters.  The only special effects I

incorporated were several time-lapse sequences to give the viewer a feeling of the change

of light and shadow within the canyon.  In post-production, the rain sequence was slightly

altered to give the impression of a harder rain as I had missed the major downpour that

preceded my arrival by a day or two.

Ilse-Mari Lee, a music professor at Montana State University-Bozeman,

composed the music for this piece.  This is an original score meant to draw the viewer

into the imagery and keep them immersed.  The music enables this film to become of

journey of both the visual and aural senses.  It mirrors the rhythm of the film and enables

the film to become greater than its parts.  Together, this music and imagery evoke a sense

of transformation, change and regeneration.  Without this music, the imagery is not quite

complete. Both the visual and musical aspects of this film are not quite as effective if

experienced separately.  Additionally, the music is composed to provide an aural sense of

place, with the music mirroring the feeling of the physical landscape.  Particularly the

sense of dryness contrasted with the coming storm and transformation into a more lush

and vibrant landscape are of importance in the score.

While this film is non-verbal in style it is also a personal journal created in visual
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form.  I am aware that I have approached this film with a specific point of view and

perspective.  This film is intended to be subjective.  Its goal is to offer a glimpse of what

this place is about to me but is also offers the option of what it might mean to the viewer

as well.  This is much like a natural history writer may try to describe what he/she

witnesses in a landscape.   There are other aspects of this landscape not show in this film.

Its purpose is not to offer an all-encompassing, omniscient view.  Rather, it is meant to

provoke a feeling of awe and appreciation for what is here in this specific part of a

specific canyon during a specific time of year.  It is also meant to offer a sense of beauty

that is found here through a meditation on one aspect of this landscape, the

transformation of the canyon during the monsoon season.  Canyon is meant to be a visual

metaphor celebrating something of the mystery and beauty of the natural world.  Caring

about the natural world begins with an emotional and cerebral connection to the

geography of a place.  It is then that we might perhaps begin to want to learn the names

of the plants and animals, but we must first be drawn into this world with our senses and,

as Lopez points out, a sense of mystery within ourselves.  The canyon in this film has

done just this.  While I could have narrated what I was witnessing, the goal is to get at

something deeper – a cyclical transformation and re-generation of life that is part of the

this particular place.   It is for these reasons I chose a non-verbal style.  
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

Natural history and wildlife films have always had to fit into the ratings and box

office receipts mold of broadcast television and theatrical filmmaking.  This has largely

had to do with the evolution and historical context in which these films arose.  While

Bousé makes strong arguments that wildlife films are their own distinct genre, they do

share a connection with documentary filmmaking in general.   However, non-verbal films

are not necessarily documentaries in the true sense of the genre just as Bousé argues that

traditional natural history films are not either.  non-verbals occupy their own small corner

of the film world.  As producer Mark Magidson says of Baraka “Its not a documentary

travelogue…it is meant to be a moving emotional experience about life on the planet and

our place here (Baraka, 2001).”  It this idea that lends non-verbal films to be effective at

emotionally connecting with the viewer, enabling them to care about what they are

seeing.   As Reggio says, it is up to the viewer to decide what they want to take away

from the film experience.

non-verbal films can be used to greater extent then they are now for conservation

and environmental action for several reasons.  Their non-verbal format allows them to be

universal.  People connect with wildlife around the world which requires no translation

on a general, emotional level.  There is a universal appeal for wildlife.  Non-verbals make

it possible to shoot and edit for one version to be used globally.  Second, non-verbal
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natural history films can be done with a minimum of intrusion into these wild places.

Small cameras and tripods and one or two person crews are all that is needed in

most cases.  Third, and most importantly, these films touch us emotionally and cultivate

within us the mystery of the natural world.  It is my belief that most people initially

connect with wild places and animals on an emotional level before they engage on an

intellectual level.  non-verbals have the power to immerse a viewer into not only the

imagery and music of the film but also into their heads to perhaps think more deeply

about what they are seeing.  The films become a personal conversation between the

viewer, imagery and music.  The protection and respect of nature usually begins, and is

most successful, by people engaged with it on a very personal level.   These types of

films can offer this to the viewer in ways narrative films cannot necessarily do.

Over the past decades, wildlife films have tried to carry the torch for

conservation.   Shows and series have carried environmental or conservation oriented

messages but they first and foremost have had to prove they can hold a general audience

and get the ratings that the broadcasters demand.   Message or no message, this has been

the bottom line.  Consequently, many natural history films have had to degenerate into

popular mass media fare with the emphasis on animal fighting, killing and greatly over

anthropomorphized storylines with conservation and environmental themes becoming

thinner and thinner.   With the rise of broadband internet, the falling costs of technology

and the ability to reach a more diverse audience than ever before, filmmakers now have

room to experiment and perhaps make a difference as never before.
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Non-verbal films about natural history and wildlife can add a new dimension to

this genre of film perhaps helping it escape the ratings world of broadcast television and

large screen television markets.  Films like Koyannisqatsi helped paved the way for this

new style and gradually filmmakers are adopting this into the natural history and wildlife

film genre.  A new generation of people increasingly understands the world in visual

terms and non-verbals work on visuals only in conjunction with music.  This style of film

offer the power of place to a global audience but can touch them visually on a personal

level.  The hope is that they will want to know more about what they see and will be

moved enough by the art of the filmmaking that they want to do more and learn more in

order to protect and conserve what they see.  And, finally, the hope is this style of

filmmaking can offer dignity and respect to the subjects, communicating something of

their beauty and mystery without words that have no meaning to them and that perhaps

distract us, the viewers, from engaging on a more emotional level.  This is the goal and

the promise of non-verbal natural history films.
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APPENDIX A

LOCATION FOR THE FILM CANYON
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Location of Fort Davis in West Texas

Specific location of Canyon film site


